Reproducible lateral force microscopy measurements for quantitative comparisons of the frictional and chemical properties of nanostructures.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a widely used technique for characterizing the topography and frictional properties of nanostructures. Inherent misalignments between the AFM cantilever and the feedback hardware lead to crosstalk between topography data and lateral force microscopy (LFM) data. Because the degree of crosstalk depends on the positioning of the cantilever, LFM and topography data of the same structure can vary from one experiment to the next. For nanostructures with large LFM contrast, errors as large as 50% in topography and LFM can be observed. This paper describes an empirical strategy for correcting this alignment error. The technique is used to characterize the frictional properties of scanning probe-induced oxide nanostructures and the hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surfaces on which they are patterned. Reproducible differences in the frictional properties of the oxide nanostructures patterned on HF-treated and NH4F-treated Si(111) surfaces are observed and attributed to the mixed-hydride versus monohydride termination of each surface. The observed frictional contrast is consistent with known differences in surface reactivity and demonstrates how LFM measurements can provide insight into the frictional and chemical properties of nanostructures